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INTRODUCTION 
In the following, G will denote a finite group and we will use the 
standard notation of the Theory of Groups. We say that G is a D,-group, if 
G contains a unique conjugacy class of maximal rc-subgroups. In addition, 
a D,-group G is said to be a LX-group, if all epimorphic images of sub- 
groups of G are D,-groups. For example, if G is n-separable, then G is a 
LX-group. In particular, all rr-solvable groups are L,-groups. 
In this work, we get new results relative to the conjugacy classes of a 
finite group G. 
Let N be a normal subgroup of G, rt a set of prime numbers, r(G) (resp. 
r”(G)) the number of conjugacy classes of elements (resp. n-elements) of G, 
rc(G) the set of all different primes dividing IGIl G, the set of all n-elements 
of G; and G = G/N. 
In this paper, we analyze the number r”(G) of conjugacy classes of 
n-elements of G, through the local analysis of the number r;;(gN) of 
conjugacy classes of n-elements of G which intersect he coset gN. Our aims 
are threefold: to obtain upper and lower bounds of the number r”(G) of 
conjugacy classes of rc-elements of G, in terms of the numbers r”(G/N), 
r”(N), and [G’l, where G’ denotes the derived subgroup of G; to get the 
residue class of r”(G), modulo the “best” number, given in terms of the 
primes dividing (GI ; and finally, to analyze the conjugacy-vector 
d, = (IC,(g,)l, . . . . IC,( g,)l) of G, assuming that G is the disjoint union of 
the classes Cl,(g,), i= 1, . . . . r=r(G), and lCG(g1)3 ... 3 IC,(g,)l. The 
results obtained are useful both for the calculation of the conjugacy-vector 
of a finite group and for the classification of finite groups according to the 
number of conjugacy classes (see Examples 11-13 in Section 4). Moreover, 
they enable us to obtain the following inequalities: 
(A) r”(G) < r”(G/N) .r”(N), 
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and equality holds if and only if CC;,J gN) = C,(g) N/N for each x-element 
g of G. 
(B) If G is a &-group and H a Hall n-subgroup of G such that 
HN/N is abelian, then 
r=(G) f r”(G/N) -r,(Hn N), (2) 
where r,(H n N) denotes the number of conjugacy H-classes that compose 
the normal subgroup H n N of H. 
(C) If s is the number of elements of any maximal n(G)-partition of 
G (see definitions previous to Lemma (3.18)), then 
r(G) < r( G/N) . r(N) - (s - 1) . dfc, , (3) 
where d,,, = g.c.d. (p - 1 lp is a prime dividing 1 GI ). In particular, if all 
elements of G have primary power orders, then the following is true: 
r(G)dr(G/N).r(N)-(l71(G)I - l).d&. 
(D) The following inequality holds: 
G(gN) d rkGcgNI(N), 
assuming that C,(g) is a n-group. In addition, equality holds iff 
2~ n ~~(4. 
ZE NGIRN), 
Inequalities ( 1) and (2) generalize Gallagher’s inequality, 
r(G) < r(G/N) . r(N) (cf. C5lL 
which follows from them as a special case for rr = n(G). Further, (3) 
improves the r(G/N) . r(N) bound. Inequality (2) improves Sah’s inequality, 
r(G) < IGIN r(N), 
when G/N is an abelian group (cf. [ 123). In fact, (2) yields 
where r,(N) denotes the number of conjugacy classes of elements of G that 
make up N. Even more, if G/N is an abelian n-group, then (D) yields 
r”(G) < IG/NI r;[G( N). 
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In general, we obtain 
r(G)<(r(G/N)- IZ(G)l).r(N)+ K(c)1 .r,(N). 
(E) If G is a L,-group and H a Hall rc-subgroup of G, then 
r”(G)b(r”(G/N)-l).(INnHI/I[H,G]nNI)+r;,(N). 
In particular, putting n = Z(G) into (4), we get 
r(G) 2 (r(G/N) - 1). ING’/G’l + r,(N), 
(4) 
an inequality that includes as a special case the one given by E. A. Bertram 
(cf. [l, Th. 3; or 2, Lemma (2.1)]). 
In addition, the following equalities and congruences are proved: 
(I) For each element g of G, there exists a non-negative integer 
number k such that 
r&N) = lVWn~&N)‘)I +k &,,,,,,,. (5) 
(II) If s,” denotes the number of conjugacy N-classes of n-elements of 
N fixed by the automorphism f,: N --t N defined by f&x) = xg for each 
x E N. then 
(III) If G is a L,-group and H a Hall rc-subgroup of G satisfying 
Nn [H, G] = 1, then 
rn(G)=rR(G/N)-IHnNI (6) 
(putting rc = n(G), (6) yields Rusin’s result given in [ll Prop. 31). 
(IV) The following is true: 
(a) r”,(N) - r”(N) (mod d,,, .d,~,). 
(b) r”(G) = IG, I (mod(&, -&Jg.c.d4G17 &,J), with dIGIn = 
g.c.d. (p - 1 I p is a prime dividing IGI and p E rc). 
(c) r”(G) = IGI (mod ST,,), where ST,, is defined by ByG, = g.c.d. 
(4: - 1, . . . . 4: - 1, q,+ 1 - 1, . . . . q, - 1 ), assuming that n(G) = {q,, . . . . qs} and 
4G)n~={q,,...,q,}. 
(d) rn(G)=r”(G/N).r”(N) (mod. l.c.m.(6;,,, d,,, .d,c,). 
Congruences of the type (a) or (b) for K = n(G) were obtained in a different 
way by Poland (cf. [ 10, Prop. (3.9)]) and Mann (cf. [S, Eq. (16)]). 
Congruence (c) generalizes Hirsch’s congruence given in [7] for n = n(G). 
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Congruence (d), determines r”(G), in terms of r”(G/N) and r”(N), modulo 
the least common multiple of S;,, and d,,, dlc,. Congruence given into (II) 
relates the number r;( gN) with the number s; ; naturally, the number s,” is 
easier to calculate than r;(gN). 
Finally, if G is a semidirect product of N by K, we prove that 
r,(hN)>r,(fi) for each heK, where E=(NC,(h))/M, M= ([hN,N]) 
and fi= N/M. Furthermore, the bound is reached when N is abelian (cf. 
[ 16, Lemma (2.10)]). In this case, if { 8, = i, gz, . . . . 2,) is a complete 
system of representatives from distinct conjugacy classes of G, we notice 
that getting A, through the local tuples A$, i= 1, . . . . t, also allows us 
to tabulate directly the tuples A.,, for each normal subgroup L of G 
contained in N. 
1. NOTATION 
If S is a non-empty subset of G and rt a set of primes, we define 
r;(S) = 1 {Cl,(x) 1 Cl,(x) n S# $3 and x is a n-element}I, S, denotes the set 
of all n-elements of S, and Sk = S - S,, namely, the complementary set of 
S, with respect o S. Evidently, r;;(S) is the number of conjugacy classes of 
n-elements that contains the normal set U,, G S”. In particular, 
r”(G) = r;(G) (resp. r(G) = rz”)(G)) denotes the number of conjugacy 
classes of z-elements (resp. elements) of G. If S is a non-empty subset of G 
and (UxEc SX),= lJ;=i Cl,(z,) with IC,(z, 13 ... 2 IC,(z,)l, we define 
,A:= (IC,(z,)l, . ..v ( C,(z,)() and the r”(G)-tuple .A; = .A, will be called 
the conjugacy-n-vector of G. For each normal subgroup N of G and each 
g E G we define nBf = (H E N, I Cl,(n)g = Cl,(n)}. We will use the following 
convention: when rc = z(G), the symbol rc will be dropped from all the 
above notations. Further, if S, and S, are two non-empty subsets of G, we 
define T,, , s2 = {(x,~)~S,xS,lxy=yx) and C,,(g)= {xES,lxg=gx}. 
Every element g of G has a unique decomposition g = g, . g,, = g,. . g, into 
a rc-element g, and a &-element g,,, where IT’ denotes the complementary 
set of primes with respect to 7~. Further, g, and g,, are powers of g. For 
each positive integer number r = q;l . . q;‘, with qi prime for each i = 1, . . . . s 
and qi # qj for each i#j, we define d, = g.c.d.(q, - 1, . . . . qs - 1) and 
S; = g.c.d.(q: - 1, . . . . q3 - 1, qs+ 1 - 1, . . . . qs - l), where {q,, . . . . q,} = 71 n 
{ql, . . . . qS}. G= Nx,K will d enote a semidirect product of the normal N by 
the subgroup K with associated homomorphism 1: K + Aut( N). If we write 
f, instead of ;1, we will understand that f(h) is an automorphism of N 
without fixed points for each h E K* = K - { 1 }, that is, Nx/K is a 
Frobenius group of kernel N and complement K; in this case, we will say 
that K acts f.p.f. over N. We will also use the following notation: C; will 
designate a direct product of t copies of the cyclic group of order m, and, 
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finally, N always will denote a normal subgroup of G, G = G/N, and X = xN 
for every x E G. 
2. BASIC LEMMAS 
LEMMA (2.1). Let g E G. Then we have the following assertions: 
(i) r&W= (l/IN). CgnE(g~). ICGknMC&)L assuming that 
(gN), is non-empty. 
(ii) r”(N)= (l/IN). CnENn IC,&)l. 
(iii) Ifs,” denotes the number of conjugacy N-classes of n-elements of 
N fixed by the automorphism f,: N + N defined by fJx) = xR = g- ‘xg for 
eoery XE N, then s;= (l/IN\). C,,,B; IC,(n)(. 
(iv) If (Cl&ml), .-, Cl,( gm,)} is the set of all conjugacy classes that 
intersect (gN),( #@), ordered so that IC,(gm,)l > ICo(gm,+ ,)I for each 
i = 1, . . . . v - 1, then the following is true: 
&fN= ((ICddl ICNk~I)lWGkN): CNGc,,&m,) NI, . . . . 
(ICd&l IC,&m.)l )/ING(gN): C,,,,,,(g%) NI 1. 
Proof (i) Let { gm,, . . . . gm,} be a complete set of representatives for 
the conjugacy classes which intersect (gN),. We have v = r;(gN) and 
=(l/IN). i (ICc(gmi)l IClc(gmi)ngNl)lIC~(~)l. (7) 
i= 1 
In addition, it is not difficult to prove that 
lWw)ngNI =(INI IC&)lYIGkn)l, 
ired for each n E N. Thus, by taking this value into (7), we get the desk 
equality. 
(ii) Follows from (i) putting g = 1 and G = N. 
(iii) Follows arguing as in (i). 
(iv) Follows directly from the following equality: ICl,(gn)l 
ICIG(g)l.I[gn,N]I.JN,(gN):CG(gn)NJforeachn~N(cf. [15,Th.(3.1 ,li. 
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LEMMA (2.2). For each element g of G,, there exists gn E (gN), such 
that 
GW) 2 I@% l/l Cm NG(aV1l. 
Proof: Suppose that (gn,)‘=gn, for some z E N,(gN) and 
gn,,m~W),. Then g%=gn,Cgn,, z] and consequently ICl,,(,,,(gn,)l 
= ([gn,, N,(gN)](. Further, by using the above notation, we 
have (gN), = CING(gN)(gm,) u ... u Cl,,,,,,(gm,); therefore, I(gN), I = 
c:=, ICl ,vG,g,v,(gmi)l d I Cm N,W)II v, where gn E (gN), is chosen so 
that ICm NG(gN)lI =max{ICgm, NG(gNll I’ve,). 
LEMMA (2.3). Let g E G and Iet g =g, .g,, =g,, .g, he its decomposition 
into rt-singular and n-regular parts. If g = x. y, with x, y elements of G 
satisfying o(x) = o( g,), o(y) = o(g,,), and [x, g,] = 1 = [y, g,,], then x = g, 
andp=g,.. 
Proof It is a well-known result, 
LEMMA (2.4). For any non-empty subsets S, and S, of G, we have 
c IC,b)n&l= c IC,(Y)~~,l. 
XES, I‘ E s2 
Proof Counting the elements of the set T,,, s2 in two different ways and 
equating the answers we directly obtain the desired result. 
LEMMA 2.5. For any z-elements .Ic and j of G, the following equality 
holds. 
1 TLYN,;. CON), 1= I Tcx~,,, (yN); 1. 
Proof We consider the map f: TCxN,, .,?,,+), + TtxN,,, o.N,’ defined by 
f ((xn, ym)) = ((xn),, ym(xn),.) and we wiil prove thatfis a dijective map. 
First, we notice that (xn),. is an element of N for each n E N, since 
(xn)““’ EN and (((xn)““‘),.) = ((xn),,). Moreover [(xn),, ym(xn),,] = 1 
and if p is a prime divisor of o(xn) for some PE n’, then p divides 
o(ym(xn),,). Therefore f is a well-defined map. Now, we observe that if 
(xn, ym) is an element of T,,,,,, (vN)., then Lemma (2.3) yields 
(ym(xn),.), = ym and (ym(xn),,),. = (xi),.. Assume then that f((xn, ym)) 
= f((xn,, yml)), that is, (xn), = (xn,), and ym(xn),,= ym,(xn,),,. Con- 
sequently ym = ym,, (xn),, = (xn,),., and we have xn = (xn),(xn),! = 
(xn,),(xnl),, = xn, hence f is injective. 
Finally, we prove that f is surjective. In fact, for each element (xn,, ym,) 
of the set Tt.e),,.(my 
the image whiih 
there exists bn2(Ym2),s7 (Ymd,) in Tc.xN);. (?N), 
of under f is the element ( (xn2( ym,),,),, 
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(ym*),(xnz(ymz),,),,) = ((.lcn,),, (ym,),(ym,),~) = (xn,, ym,). Thus we 
conclude that f is a bijective map. 
LEMMA (2.6). For each z-element .U of G the following is true. 
Proof: Using N= N,c, N, and xN = (xN, u (xN)k we have the follow- 
ing equalities: IT,.yNjn, NI = lTlxNj,, N;II + ITcxNb,. N,I = IT,rNj,. N,l + 
I TC~N,,. N, I = (applying (2.5) with j = 1) = I TcxN), N, I. 
LEMMA (2.7). For each element g of G, we have r;(gN) = 0 iff g is not a 
rc-element of G. 
Proof If p E 7~’ is a prime dividing o(g), then p divides o( g”n) for any 
elements x E G and n E N, hence the coset gN cannot have rc-elements and 
consequently r;( gN) = 0. Conversely, if g is a n-element, then g,. E N and 
gN = g,g,,N = g, N hence g, is a z-element of the set (gN), and therefore 
r;(gN) 2 1. 
LEMMA (2.8). Let H be a subgroup of G and g, .‘CE G. Then 
[C,(x) n gHI # 0 ljjf xg is H-conjugate to x. In this case, I Co(x) n gHI is 
equal to (C,(x)l 
Proof: If xg is H-conjugate to X, then there exists h, E H such that 
gh,=yEC,(x), hence gH=yH and IC,(x)ngHJ = ICo(x)nyHI= 
Jy-iC,Jx)n H) = /C,(x)l. Conversely, if \C,(x) ngH1 #O, then H 
contains an element h’ satisfying (gh’)” = gh’; therefore, x” = xh’-‘. 
LEMMA (2.9). Let .f be a n-element of G and y an element of G. Then 
and equality holds iff j E nzE crN,, C,(z). 
Proof We have IC,(xn) nyNI < IC,(xn)l, and equality holds iff 
YE G&n). Therefore I TcJNj,, ,vN I =&e(xN,, lC&n)nYNl ~%z~(xN)~ 
lCdxn)l = IT,xN,n, Nl = IT,,. N,l using Lemma (2.6). 
In the following, H and K are two subgroups of G such that H d K, and 
for each gE G, r,(gH) denotes the number of conjugacy K-classes of G 
which intersect the coset gH, that is, rK(gH) = I {Cl,(x)1 x E G and 
Cl,(x) n gH # a} 1. Furthermore, if Uke K gkH is the disjoint union of the 
K-classes Cl,(gh,) for all i = 1, . . . . e, ordered so that ICK(gh,)l z ... > 
lC,( gh,) I, then we define A:n = ( I C,( gh 1 )I, . . . . I C,( gh,)l ). We also define 
Ef-“= UhcN CJgh)= {k~KlCl,(k~)=Cl,(k)). 
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LEMMA (2.10). For each element g of G, the following statements are 
true. 
(i) rKkH) = rNKcgHJgH) and AK = ANKWU &T” . 
(ii) rK(gH)= (l/iNK(gH)i) CkEEy icH;kx~i. 
(iii) rK(gH)=(l/INK(gH)I)ChEH iCN&&gh)i. 
(iv) rK(gH) = iHt(mod d,,vy,(yH,,). 
(8) 
Proqf: Suppose that gh, is K-conjugate to gh,, that is, gkh: = ghz for 
some k E K. Then we have gkH = gH, so k normalizes gH. Thus, gh, is 
K-conjugate to gh, iff gh, is N,(gH)-conjugate to gh, and also 
C,(gh) = C,,,,,,(gh) for every h E H, concluding the first statement. On the 
other hand, counting the number of elements in T,,, NK(gH), (ii) and (iii) 
follow directly from Lemmas (2.4) and (2.8). Finally, (iv) is an immediate 
consequence from (iii ). 
Remark. Straightforward arguments how that the following properties 
are true: 
(1) N&N)IN=Cdg) and N&N)= (~~GlCg,zl~~}. 
(2) C,(g) N6 N,(gN) and (g)N is a normal subgroup of N,(gN). 
(3) If G = Nx). K, then N,(hN) = Nx, C,(h) for each h E K. 
(4) If g.c.d.(o(g), INI) = 1, then N,(gN) = NC,(g). (This result 
follows from Schur-Zassenhaus’s Theorem applied in the group N(g).) In 
particular, NG( x INi N) = NC,(xlN’) for each x E G. 
(5) Cd&= CC) iff N,(gN)=N(g), and ICg, Nil = IN: cN(g)i. 
(6) If C,(X)= C,(p), then N,(xN)= N,(yN). In particular, if 
g.c.d. (j, o(g)) = 1, then NJ gN) = N,(g’N), and if Z E Z(G), then 
N&N) = N&zW 
(7) r,(N) = 1 (mod dlNG(gN)l ). (This result follows directly from 
Lemma (2.10) part (iv), because N is contained in NJ gN).) 
LEMMA (2.11). Suppose that g normalizes H. Then H is a normal sub- 
group of NK( gH) and rK(gH) < r.NK,BH,(H). Further, equality holds ijjf 
NK(gH)=ERK’“. 
Proof: Evidently H normalizes gH and we have 
Thus, the inequality follows from (9), because E,K.” is a subset of N,(gH). 
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Arguing as in [8, p. 831, there exists a natural number I= 1,,, , such that 
I,,, has exactly order d,,, modulo any divisor ( # 1) of ICI. In addition, for 
each g E G, - { 1 }, we have that Cl,(g’) # ClJg”) for 1 d i #j d d,,, . Let 
M be a normal subgroup of G. If x is an element of M:, M, contains 
Cl,(x’) for every i = 1, . . . . d,,, , and counting the number of G-classes of M, 
according to the decomposition 
we have r;(M) = 1 + d,,, .e and ]M,) = 1 + J$=, dlG, . Cl,(x,)l congruent 
to r;(M) modulo $, . Further, each G-class Cl,(xj) is the disjoint union of 
c, = IG: C&xi) MI M-classes, being cj congruent to 1 (mod d,ciM,) and 
r”(M) = 1 + xJ= 1 Cj ’ dl,l* Therefore we have shown: 
LEMMA (2.12). Let M be a normal subgroup of G. Then the following 
congruences are true: 
(i) G(M)= IM,l(moddf,,) 
(ii) r;(M) z r”(M) (mod d,,,,, .dlG,). (10) 
In particular, putting M = G and z =x(G) into (lo), we get Poland’s result 
r(G)= IGl(modqG,) (cf. [lo, Prop. (3.9)]). Our proof of (10) is a 
simplification of the one given by Mann (cf. [8, Eq. (16)]. 
3. MAIN THEOREMS 
THEOREM (3.1). If g is a n-element of G, then r;( gN) < sf 6 r"(N). 
Furthermore, r;( gN) = r”(N) iff Co(g) = C,( gn) for each gn E (gN), and 
each conjugacy N-class of N, is fixed bv the conjugation of g. 
Proof For each nEN we have ICo(gn)l/Co(g)l< IC,(gn)l, therefore 
r;i(gN) = (l/WI 1. 1 IC&~)l/lCc(E)l 
we (gN). 
<(WV). c IC,(gn)l=(1/INI).IT~,~,~.~I 
Pa li?N), 
=(1/lN)~lTg~.~nl (using Lemma (2.6)) 
=(l/lNl). c IC,(n)ngN1=(l/INI)~~~~~lC,(n)l=s,”, 
?lEN, I 
by using Lemma (2.1), part (iii) and Lemma (2.8). 
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Evidently, s; <r”(N) and equality holds iff Cl,(m)” = Cl,(m) for each 
mEN,. Therefore equality rG(gN) = r”(N) holds iff rG(gN) = s,” and 
$=r”(N), iff IC,(gn)l/lCG(g)l = IC,(gn)l for each gnE(gN), and 
Cl,(m)g = Cl,,,(m) for each m E N,. Since C,(gn) is isomorphic to 
C,(gn)/C,(gn), this completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM (3.2). For each n-element 2 of G the following inequality is 
rg(gN)> (4d~s,“MCdt?N. true: Furthermore equality holds iff 
C,(gn)= (g)for each gnE(gN),. 
Proof: Arguing as in Theorem (3.1) we obtain 
r~(gN)~(o(~)llCG(~)l).(1/lNO. 1 ICdgn)l =(o(g)..$)/lC~(g)l, 
gn 6 (RN), 
since ( gn ) C,( gn) is a subgroup of C,( gn) with order o(g) I C,( gn)\. 
Naturally, equality holds iff ) C,( gn)] = o(j) . I C,( gn)l for each 
gn E (gN),, namely C,(gn) = (2) for every gn E (gN),. 
Remarks. 
for go G,. 
(1) From Theorems (3.1) and (3.2) we deduce r’&<Rj (gN) = s,” 
(2) If {Cl,(gm,), . . . . Cl,(gm,)} is the set of all conjugacy classes that 
intersect (gN),( # &?I), ordered so that IC,(gm,)l > ICG(gm,+,)l for each 
i = 1, . . . . u - 1, then we have s; = Cy= I IN,(gN): CNGcgNJ( gm,) N(g) 1, and 
the following congruence is true: s,” = r;(gN) (mod d,,,(,,,,,(,>,). 
Indeed, CN,,,,)(gn)N(g) = CNG(gN)(gn) N(m) = CNG,gN,kn) N= 
C,( gn) N for each n E N, and (gN), is the disjoint union of the sets 
gN n Cl,( gm,) for i = 1, . . . . o; therefore, 
s,“=r~<,,(gN)=(l/lNI). c ICdgnN 
gn E (gN)n 
= (WI). i I gNn CMgm,)l . ICdmJl 
i=l 
= (l/P’). i ((INI lC~(~)lVlCd~~)l)~ IC,dgmi)l 
i= 1 
L, 
Finally the congruence is an immediate consequence of the fact that 
IN&W: CNG(gN)(m) N<g)l divides ING(gW(N<g))l for each 
i = 1, . . . . 0. 
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(3) For each z-element g of G, the following congruences are true: 
(a) s; = r&N (moddl,,,gjl ) and s,” = r&(gN)(mod dlc,). 
(b) s;= 1 (mod dlN,) and r”(N) = 1 (mod d,,,,,). 
(c) r;;(gN) = r”(N) = 1 (mod dING,gN),). 
Indeed, (a) follows arguing as in part (2), because C,(g) = N,(gN)/N 
and dlCGcR,, is divisible by dlG,. 
(b) Let 1=1,,, and suppose that Cl,(n) is contained in .B,N, then 
.B: contains Cl,(n’) for every i=O, 1, . . . . d,,, - 1 and consequently 
s,” = rJnBf) = 1 (mod dlN,). Similarly, r”(N) = 1 (mod dlN,). 
Finally, (c) follows directly from (a) and (b). 
(4) Evidently the number $ is greater than or equal to r;(CN(g)). 
Even more, s; is congruent to 1 modulo d,,, and r;(CN(g)) is congruent to 
1 modulo d,,,; therefore, there exists a non-negative integer number u such 
that 
THEOREM (3.3). If N is a normal subgroup of G, then 
rn( G) Q rn( G/N) . rz( N), (11) 
and equality holds iff C,(g) = C,(g) for each g E G,. 
Proof: Suppose that { gl, . . . . g,} is a complete system of representatives 
from distinct conjugacy classes of elements of G = G/N. Since G is the 
disjoint union of the normal sets U.rtc g;N for every i = 1, . . . . t, we have 
r”(G)= i r;(giN) = g n-e,ement G(giN) G r”(GIN) . r”(N), 1 
i= I 
using both Lemma (2.7) and Theorem (3.1). Furthermore equality holds if 
and only if r&(gN) = r”(N) for each n-element g of G. Moreover 
r;(N)=rK(N) is equivalent to Cl,(n)= Cl,(n) for each nE N,, that is, 
C,(n) = C,(n) for each n E N,, and we have s: = r”(N) for every x E G, in 
this case. Therefore, the condition (11) is satisfied iff equality holds. 
COROLLARY (3.4). Let N be a normal subgroup of G. Then 
r(G) 6 r(GIN) . r(N) 
and equality holds zff C,(g) = C,(g) f or each g E G (cf: P. X. Gallagher 
t-51). 
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Proof. It is an immediate consequence from Theorem (3.3) taking 
n= x(G) the set of all prime numbers dividing (G(. 
Our second application concerns the number F(G) (resp. rP’(G)) of con- 
jugacy classes of p-elements (resp. $-elements) of a finite group G, where p 
is a prime number dividing [Cl. If we take rc as the set (p} (resp. 
n(G)- {p]) in Theorem (3.3) we get: 
COROLLARY (3.5). The following affirmations are true: 
(A) rp’( G) < rp’( G/N) . rp’( N) and equality holds iff C,( 2) = C,(g) for 
each PI-element g of G. 
(B) F(G) < rp( G/N) rp( N) and equality holds zjjf C,(S) = C,(g) for 
each p-element g of G. 
Remark. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Evidently, part (B) of the 
above Corollary is equivalent to following inequality: 
rG(P) G rGIN(PN/N) .r,(Pn N). 
In addition, there is equality iff C,( 2) = C,(g) for each g E P, 
EXAMPLE. Obviously, Theorem (3.3) allow us to improve Gallagher’s 
upper bound given in (3.4) assuming that N and G/N are known groups. 
In fact, if 7c1, . .. . rrc, are sets of prime numbers chosen so that n(G) is the 
disjoint union of them and every element g of G has order x,-number for 
some i, then (3.3) yields 
where we denote hi = rxz(G/N) and ci = r”l(N), while (3.4) states that 
(12) 
(13). 
Naturally, (12) improves (13). For instance, it can be considered that 
7zi= (pi} i= 1, . . . . s, in case, ICI =p;l . ..p,“x and G has all elements of 
primary power orders. Also, if G is isomorphic to a subgroup of Z,, 
symmetric group of degree p, and JGJ is divisible by the prime p, then the 
partition n, = n(G) - (p} and nn2 = {p} satisfies the desired conditions, 
assuming [Cl #p. 
COROLLARY (3.6). Zf equality holds in (1 ), then 
r”(L)=r”(L/N).r”(N), (14) 
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for each subgroup L 2 N. Conversely, zf (14) holds for each subgroup 
L = N( g, x) with g a rc-element and [g, x] E N, then equality holds in (1). 
Proof: The first statement follows from the fact that (11) for G implies 
(11) for L. 
Let g be a n-element and X E C,(g). Assuming (14) for L = N( g, x) we 
get X E CL(g) = C,(g) N/N, hence x E C,(g) N. Thus, if (14) holds for all 
such L, then C,(g) = C,(g) N/N for each x-element g of G and equality 
holds in (1). 
COROLLARY (3.7). Let { y,, . . . . y,.} be a complete system of represen- 
tatives of conjugacy classes of z-elements of G = GIN. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(A) r”(G) = r”(G/N) .r”(N). 
(B) rX(NG( y,N)) = r”(Ca(y,)) . r”(N) for each i= 1, . . . . w. 
Proof: Implication (A) * (B) follows from the fact that N,( yiN) is a 
subgroup of G containing N and satisfying NJ yi N)/N = C&y,). Conver- 
sely, if g E G,, then g is G-conjugate to yi for some i and we have 
Therefore, (B) yields CNGcgNiINkN) = C,,,,,,k)N/N, that is, Cc,&!) = 
C,v~(g&) N/N but C NG,gNj(g) =C,(g), consequently Gdd = C&)N/N 
from which (A) follows. 
COROLLARY (3.8). If G is a L,-group, N a normal subgroup of G, and H 
a Hall K-subgroup of G satisfying Nn [H,G] = 1, then the following 
statements are true: 
(A) r;(gN) = (H n N( for each n-element g of G. 
(B) rK(G)=rn(G/N).IHnNI. 
(Putting n=$G), (3.8), part (B), improves the one given by Rusin (cf 
[ 11, Prop. 31)). 
Proof. Evidently H n N is a Hall rr-subgroup of N contained in Z(G), 
and (3.1) yields rz( gN) < s; = 1 CHO N( g)l = I H n NI. Furthermore, if gn is a 
n-element of gN, then gn E H” for some x. Therefore for each jj E C,(g) 
we have [gn,y] E Nn [H”, G] = (Nn [H, Cl)“= 1, and consequently 
C,( gn) = C,(g). Thus, rg( gN) = s,” = I H n NI and (B) follows directly from 
(A). 
COROLLARY (3.9). If G is a Lx-group, N a normal subgroup of G, and H 
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a Hall x-subgroup of G, then ro( H) < r,,,(HN/N) . rN( H n N) and there is 
equality iff C,(h) = C,-(h) for each element h of H. 
Proof. It follows directly from the fact that r,(H) = r”(G), when G is a 
D,-group. 
THEOREM (3.10). If G is a Lx-group, N a normal subgroup of G, and H a 
Hall x-subgroup of G such that 8= HN/N is an abelian group, then 
rn( G) d r”(G/N) . rH( H n N). 
Proof: Let g be a n-element of G. We claim that r”,(gN) d r,(H n N). 
In fact, let H, be a Hall n-subgroup of N,(gN) containing g. Then there 
exists one conjugate subgroup H” of H such that H, is contained in H”. 
Even more, H, = H”, since H” abelian implies that H” normalizes the coset 
gN. Therefore, 
r;(gN) = rn NG(RN,W) = rNGcgN) 
( ( 
gNn UZE NG(CN, w 
>> 
= rN~(gNl 
( 
tJ (gNnff,)= =rN~(g,dg(NnH,)) 
=ENc(~N) > 
Grr,,(g(NnHl)) <rr,,(Nn H,)=r,(NnH), 
using Lemma (2.11). Now, arguing as in Theorem (3.3), we obtain the 
desired inequality. 
THEOREM (3.11). Suppose that C,( 2) is a n-group, Then 
GW) d GG(gNjW)T 
and equality holds iff 2 E 0; E NGCRNjn C,(z). 
Proof. Suppose that N,(gN) is the disjoint union of the cosets yiN for 
every i= 1, . . . . t. By hypothesis, jji is a n-element for each i and we have 
G(gN) = (VIN&Wl)~ /TN~(~N). (gN), 1 
= (l/INckN)l 1. i 1 T,,,N,(g,,n 1 
i= I 
= (MN,(gWI). 1 (lT(.v,~),,, (gNI, 
;= 1 
=(1IINcAgN)l)~ 2 (IT~y,N),,(gN), 
i= 1 
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(by using Lemma (2.5)) 
= (lIINGkwI)~ i IT (y,Nh.gNl 6 (lIlNGW)I)~ i I~,.,N,Nzl 
i=l i=l 
(using Lemma (2.9)) 
= (1IING(mI). I ~N&v),N,I = GG(gN)w). 
Moreover, equality holds if and only if 1 Tt,,,,,Jn,gN) = I TI,N,N. I for each i, if 
and only if SE nzE NctgNj, C,(z), inasmuch as N,(gN), = lJ:= I (y,N),. 
Remarks. (1) Equation (3.10) yields r(G) < [G/N1 . rG(N), when G/N is 
an abelian group and x= z(G). The last inequality improves Sah’s 
inequality: r(G) < IG/NI . r(N), in this case. In general, if g is a central 
element of G, then 
and consequently 
rG(gW d rNGcgN#V = rG(N), 
r(G) G (r(G/N) - Iz(G/N)l) .rW) + IZ(GIWI . rGW). 
(2) Suppose that G/N is an abelian rc-group. Then 
r”(G) < IG/Nl .r;(N), 
and equality holds if and only if G= ngeG, C,(g). This result follows from 
(3.11). 
THEOREM (3.12). Let N be a normal subgroup of G and j an integer 
number coprime to o(g). Then the following equalities hold: 
rg( gN) = r;( g’N) and AC = AG * gN 71 g/N’ (14) 
ProoJ: By Dirichlet’s Theorem, one can choose a prime q greater than 
)G) and congruent to j (mod o(g)), then it is easy to see that x I-+ x4 is a 
conjugacy-preserving bijection of the coset gN onto the coset gjN. Further 
[C,(x)1 = (C,(xy)( for each x E gN, therefore rE(gN) = r;rC( g’N) and 
nAg”N =,&N. (We owe this argument to K. G. Kovacs.) 
THEOREM (3.13). Let G be a Lx-group and H a Hall n-subgroup of G. 
Then the following inequality holds. 
r”(G)~(r”(G/N)-1).(IHnNI/I[H,G]nNJ)+r~(N). 
In particular, r(G) 2 (r( G/N) - 1). 1 NG’/G’l + rc( N). 
(15) 
(16) 
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Proof. From Lemma (2.2), there exists gn E (gN), such that 
r;( gN) 3 I(gN),(/( [gn, N,( gN)]l. Let H” be a Hall rc-subgroup of G con- 
taining gn. Then, (gN), = (gnN), contains gn(H” n N) and [H”, G] n N 
contains [gn, N,( gN)]. Consequently, 
r;(gN)3\H’nNI/I[H”,G]nNI=IHnNI/([H,G]nNI. (17) 
Now, ( 15) follows directly from (17). 
Remarks. (1) From Lemma (2.2) we get r,(gN) 2 JN/(N n N,(gN)‘)) 2 
IN/(Nn G’)( for each element g of G. Therefore, r&gN) = 1 implies that 
N,(gN)’ contains N. 
(2) Suppose that G is a &-group. If both N and C,(g) are z-groups, 
then N,(gN) is a rc-group and there exists H a Hall rc-subgroup of G such 
that N,(gN) < H, and consequently, N,(gN)’ < H’. Thus, if rG(gN) = 1, 
then N is contained in n rE G (H’)“. In particular, taking 7c = {p}, we get 
(1.7) of [9]. 
(3) We have rG(gN)= 1 iff gN=Cl,,(gN)(g) iff N= [g, N,(gN)]. In 
this case, N consists entirely of commutators of G. Therefore, if N contains 
a non-commutator of G then r(G) 2 (1 + d,,,) . r(G/N). 
THEOREM (3.14). Let N be a normal subgroup of G and g an element of 
G. Then s,” 2 r;(C,,,(g)) and equality holds iff ,$,” = ((J,, G C,(g)“),. In 
addition if o(g) is coprime to INI, then the following is true: 
6) C&P) G G,(C&)) = s,“. 
(ii) rf {m,,..., m,} E C,(g) is a complete system of representatives 
from distinct conjugacy N-classes that compose the set (u,,, N C,(g)“),, 
ordered so that ICN<g>(gm,)l > ICN<g)(gmi+l)l for each i= 1, . . . . e- 1 and 
g is a n-element, then .AgNN<g) = (lCN(,-(gm,)l, . . . . IC,,,,(gm,)l) and there 
exists (m;, . . . . m:.,} subset of {m, , . . . . m,} such that 
*A&= (IC,(gm;)L . . . . IC,(gmL)l), 
Proof. (i) Suppose that o(g) is coprime to I Nl. For each m E #$’ we 
have C ,<,,(m)/C,(m) N (g), therefore there exists g, E CNcg,(m) such 
that o( gi) = o(g) and C N<g)(m) is a semidirect product of C,(m) by (g, ). 
Now, applying Schur-Zassenhaus’s Theorem, there is g’n’ E N (g ) = (g) N 
such that (gi) = (g)“‘“‘= (g)“‘. Consequently g”‘E C,<,>(m), that is, 
m E Cdg)“‘. Thus, J$‘= (UncN Cdg)“), and s,” = r;(Cdg)). 
(ii) Suppose that gmi is (g)N-conjugate to gmi. Since g commutes 
with each m,, gm, is N-conjugate to grn] and consequently mi is N-con- 
jugate to mj, because o(g) is coprime to o(m,), so, i = j. Thus, (ii) follows 
directly from the following equality: e = r;( C,( g)) = s,” = r”,,,,( gN). 
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COROLLARY (3.15). Zfg.c.d. (o(g), JN( ) = 1, then we haue 
r&N) G ICN(g)L 
and there is equality iff AR”N = (IC,(g)l,‘C!r?!!, IC,(g)l). 
Proof For each n E N, (gn)‘“’ is G-conjugate to glN’ by Schur- 
Zassenhaus’s Theorem (in fact, these have orders equal to o( g)/g.c.d.(o( g), 
1 NI), which is a number coprime to 1 NI ), therefore C,(g) = C,(g), 
IC&n)l d ICG(kn)‘“‘)l = IC&)l, and 
r&N)=U/INI)~ c ICG(gnMW~h ~(l/lNl). 1 IC,(g)l/lC&)i 
nEN PIEN 
= IcN(g)l. 
Finally, equality holds iff IC,(gn)l = [C,(g)1 for each n E N iff 
A,G,=(ICG(g)l,‘C‘N!!!!, IC,(g)l). 
Next, we analyze the residue class of r”(G) modulo the “best” number, 
given in terms of the primes which divide the group order. 
THEOREM (3.16). For each finite group G, the following congruence 
holds: 
r*(G) = IG)(modG;,,). (17) 
Proof. Consider the set T,x,.={(y,z)~G,xG(yz=zy}. Since (y,z) 
is an element of (~,z)~x (y,z) for every (y,z)~T~,,~ and TGz,, con- 
tains (y, z), x (v, z), we deduce the following decomposition: 
T c,,G.=i.) ((~;z>.x(Y~~)I(Y~z)E.TG,,G). 
Set A,,= = (y, z>, x (Y, z> - ((1, 1)) and iA,= I (Y, 2) E TGn,.) = 
{B 1, . . . . B,.], with Bi = A,,, =,. Evidently, TGn, G - { (1, 1)) is the union of the 
sets B,, i = l,..., W, and we have 
=f c C-1) j+l IBi,n . . . nBJ, (18) 
,=I I<ij-z...<i,<* 
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furthermore, 
E O(mod S;,,), 
because ni =, ( y,, z,,J is an abelian subgroup of G. Thus, (18) yields 
r”(G). (GI - 1 = O(mod S;,,), 
but lG12 = 1 (mod S;,,), therefore r”(G) = IGl(mod ?iyG,). 
The congruence (17) was obtained by Hirsch, in case rc = X(G) (cf. [7]). A 
different proof was given by van der Waall in [ 131. On the other hand, by 
taking M = G and x = rc(G) in Lemma (2.12), (i), we deduce 
r(G) = ICI (mod &,), 
and using (17) we conclude 
r(G) = IGI (mod l.c.m.(&, c&)). 
If IGI is an odd number, then l.c.m.(&,, &,) = (6,,, .dlG,)/2, and we have 
r(G) = ICI (mod (6,,, .d,c,)/2). (19) 
In 1978, A. Mann (cf. [S]), using Brauer’s Lemma (e.g., [4, Eq. (12.1)]), 
showed that 
r(G) = IGI (mod dIG1 .&I (20) 
and the above congruence was obtained by A. Vera (cf. [ 141) for solvable 
groups without using character theory. 
Next, let N be a normal subgroup of G such that lG/Nl # 1 and I= llG,. 
Since li is coprime to o( 2) for each g E C,* and each i = 0, 1,2, . . . . dlG, - 1 
(3.12) yields r;(g’ N) = r;(gN) and r;( ufF\ g’N) = dlc, .r;(gN). Thus, 
r”(G) = r;(N) + dlc, . C;= i rE(giN) for some subset { &, . . . . &} of a system 
of representatives from distinct conjugacy classes of n-elements of G, - {i >. 
Furthermore, r:(N) E r”(N) (mod dlc, . dlc,) and r;(gN) = r”(N)(mod die,). 
Therefore r”(G) = r:(N) + (r”(G/N) - 1) .r”(N) (mod dlG, .dlc,) and 
r”(G) = r”(G/N) .?(~V)(rnod dlc, .dlc,). (21) 
481 115,1-5 
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On the other hand, r”(G/N) = lG/N( (mod 6;,,) and r”(N) = INI (mod 6;,,) 
imply 
ra(G/N).r”(N)= IGI =r*(G)(mod6;,,). 
Finally, (21) and (22) yields 
r”(G) = r”(G/N) .r”(N) (modl.c.m.(d,~, . d,,,, 6;,,)). 
Thus, we have shown: 
(22) 
THEOREM (3.17). For each N normal subgroup of G, the following con- 
gruence is true: 
r”(G) = r”(G/N) . r”(N) (mod l.c.m.(dlc, .d,,, , by,,)). 
Now, we improve Gallagher’s inequality. Before stating our next result, 
we introduce the following notation. Set ICI =py’...py and 
n(G)= (~1, . . . . p,). We say that {xi,..., n,) is a n(G)-partition, if z(G) is 
the disjoint union of the sets rc,, i= 1, . . . . e, and each element g of G is a 
7ci-element for some i. If {7ri, . . . . x,~} is a rc(G)-partition of maximal car- 
dinality, we say that this is a maximal z(G)-partition. Evidently, 1 < s & t; 
s= 1 if G has elements of order p, . . .pr; and s = t iff all elements of G 
have primary power orders. Also, for each set rt contained in X(G) and 
each proper normal subgroup N of G, the following assertions hold: 
r”(G)= 1 (mod &,), (r”(G/N), r”(N)) # (1, l), and r”(G/N) = 1 iff IG(, 
divides ) NJ. 
We next claim: 
LEMMA (3.18). Let bl, . . . . b,, cl, . . . . c,, d be natural numbers satisfying 
all the following conditions. 
(A) bi= l(modd), ci= l(modd), (bi,ci)#(l,l)for each i= 1, . . . . s. 
(B) lb,, . . . . b,) f (1, . . . . 1) # (cl, . . . . c,). 
Iff(S)=((CS=l bi)-(s-l)). ((CT=l Ci)-(S-l1))-((CS=Ibici)-(S-l1)), 
then the following inequality holds: 
f(s) 2 (s - 1) d*. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on s. For s = 2, we have 
f(2)=(b,-l)(c,-l)+(b,-l)(c,-1). 
Suppose (b,- 1)(c2- l)=O=(b,- l)(c,- 1). If b,= 1, then c,> 1 and 
b, = 1, which is impossible, so, 6, > 1 and consequently c2 = 1. Hence cr > 1 
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and b2= 1, therefore (c,, b,) = (1, l), which is impossible by our 
hypothesis. Thus, f(2) > d’. 
Assume that f(s - 1) 3 (S - 2) d2 for any sets { bi}, { ci} of s - 1 elements 
satisfying the conditions (A) and (B). 
If there exists i such that bi= 1, without loss we can suppose that i = 1. 
Then ci is greater than 1. If ci = 1 for all i = 2, . . . . s, then necessarily 
bi - 1 B d for all i = 2, . . . . s and 
f(s)=( i (hi-l))(C~-l)~(S-I)dz, 
i=2 
in this case. On the other hand, if (c,, . . . . cS) # (1, . . . . l), we conclude by 
induction that 
Furthermore, 
(23) 
with (X:=2 (bj- l))(c, - l)>d’, thereforef(s)a (s-2) d2= (s- 1) d2. 
Thus we can assume bi # 1 for each i = 1, . . . . S. Arguing with ci in a similar 
way to b,, we can assume ci# 1 for all i Finally (23) implies 
fb)2b- I)&, in this case, and the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM (3.19). Let {n,, . . . . zS} be a maximal n(G)-partition for G and 
N a proper normal subgroup of G. Then the following is true: 
r(C) d r(G/N) . r(N) - (s - 1) dfc, 
In particular, tf all elements of G have primary power orders, then 
r(G) < r(GIN) . r(N) - (t - 1) dfGl , 
where t denotes the number of different prime numbers dividing JGI. 
Proof We notice that r(G) = C;=, r”(G) - (s - l), r(N) = C;=, r”(N) 
-(s- l), and r(G/N)=Cf=, r”(G/N)- (s- 1). Therefore (3.19) follows 
directly from the previous lemma and Theorem (3.3) setting b, = rn( G/N) 
and ci = r”(N), and observing that the conditions given into Lemma (3.18) 
are satisfied with d = d,,, 
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Remarks. (1) Using Mann’s congruence (cf. [IS, Eq. (20)] ), there exists a 
non-positive integer number k such that r(G) = r(G/N) . r(N) + kd,,, d,,, , 
and using (3.19) the number k is less than or equal to -(s- l)((dlc,)/dlc,). 
(2) For each element g of G, set U, = U { Cl,( gj) ) g.c.d.(j, o(g)) = 1). 
Evidently, lU,l = 4(4g)) . I~l~(s)l/l~G((g))ICG(g)l = d(h)) . 
IG: N,( ( g ) )I, where 4 denotes Euler’s function. Further, the equivalence 
relation x wy iff (x) is G-conjugate to (,v) yields one partition into G, 
whose equivalence classes are precisely the sets U, with ge G,. Set 
G,= U;, \j . . . i, U, for some n-elements zi, i = 1, . . . . s. We have 1 C,(x)1 = 
1 C,(zi)J for every x E U, and the following equalities are true: 
IG,l IGI -r”(G) IGI = lG,xG- Tc,.cl = 1 (ICI-Ill) 
.rEGn 
ziT2 d(O(Zi)). IG: NG(<z~))I ‘(ICI - IC,(zi)l), 
assuming z, = 1. But, b(o(zi)) = O(modd,,,J and IGI - IC,(zi)l 3 1 - 1 = 0 
(mod d,,, ), therefore 
IGI(IG,I -r”(G))-0 (modh~&), 
and consequently 
r”(G) = IG, I(mod (dIGI. ~~,c,Ykc4lGI> d,,,z))). (24) 
For example, if G has a normal Hall n-subgroup H, then 
F(G)= IHI(mod(d,,,, .d,c,Hwd.(IGI, b,))). 
In the following, we are interested in obtaining precise information about 
r&( gN) for TC = z(G). 
THEOREM (3.20). Let {n, , . . . . n,} be a complete s.vstem of representatives 
from distinct cosets of N n N,(gN)’ in N. Then 
r&V = i rNG(gNdgni(Nn NdgN)‘)) 
,=I 
(25) 
and 
dzN = (~krW) 
gn,(NnNc(gN)‘), ..‘) d Nd gN’) v,(Nn NdgN)‘) ). (26) 
Proof: If (gn)’ = gn’ for some n, n’ E N and z E NJ gN), then n-In’ = 
(gn)-‘(gn’)=[gn,z], hence n(NnNN,(gN)‘)=n’(NnN,(gN)‘); in other 
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words, two different cosets of Nn N,(gN)’ in N, do not intersect he same 
set of the type g-’ ‘Cl,.+(,,,(gn), with ng N. Consequently, since 
gN = Cj;=, gn,(N n NJ gN)‘) the equalities (25) and (26) hold. 
COROLLARY (3.21). For each g E G there exists a non-negative integer 
number k’ such that ro( gN) = IN/(N n NJ gN)‘)( + k’ . d,NG,gN)I. 
Proof. The number v,(gN) is greater than or equal to 
IN/(Nn N,(gN)‘)I and r,(gn(Nn NJgN)‘)) is congruent to 1 modulo 
d,N~W,, for each n EN, therefore we get the sought equality. 
In the following, we will use the previous results in the particular case, in 
which G is a semidirect product of N by K. Set G = Nx, K and let {h, = 1, 
h 2, . . . . h,} a complete system of representatives from conjugacy classes 
of K. Then r(G) = r,(N) + C:=2 r,(h,N) = r,(N) +Cfz2 rN,,,,,,(hiN). 
Furthermore: 
THEOREM (3.22). Let G = Nx, K and h an element of K. Then we have 
the following assertions: 
(i) dfN = d,N,CKch) and sh = r&W (mod dlCx~hli~h~l ) 
(ii) If M= ([hN, N] ), then M is a normal subgroup of 
N,(hN) = NC,(h) contained in N and satisfying r,(hN) > rE(fi) 2 
IN/(Nn No(hN)‘)(, with E= NC,(h)/M and fi= N/M. Furthermore, tf N is 
an abelian group, then r,(hN)=r,(#), M= [h,N], and d&=((]C,(h)] 
IC~(h)l)/lCl~(~~)I,..., (ICAh)l IC,(h)l)/ICl,(~,,)l), where (fi,, . . . . fit,> is a 
complete system of representatives from conjugacy classes of E that make up 
the normal subgroup fl ordered such that ICl,(fi,)J < lCl,(fi,+ ,)I for every 
i= 1, . . . . v - 1. 
Proof (i) Follows from Lemma (2.10), part (i), and (3.2), Remark (2). 
(ii) Evidently, A4 is a normal subgroup of N,(hN) contained in N. 
Moreover, if (hn,)‘= hn, for some n,, n, E N and z E N,(hN) = NC,(h), 
then z = h’n’ for some h’ E C,(h) and n’ EN, so, fif’r” = fi,, because 
[i;, ii’] =‘T, thus ii, is E-conjugate to fi,, and we conclude that 
r&N) = rNcthN,(W > rE(fl). Evidently rE(g) > INANn N,(hN)‘)I. 
Finally, if N is an abelian group, then M= [h, N] a N,(hN) and the 
remaining affirmations are proved in [ 16, Lemma (2.10)]. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the group G = C,,(g), where A, is the alternating 
group of degree 8 and g is a central involution in a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
A,. We have G=(C~x,C~)x,~,=((a,,a,,a,)x, (b,c)) x,(d,a,)= 
Nx~~,withrelationsa~=a,,a~=a,,a~=a,a,,a;=a,a,,a’,=a,,a;=a,, 
af’=a,b, bd=a,,af:=a,, ai=a,c, cd=a4, da2=dP1 a?=. i=l,3,4 
buZ = ba,, ca2 = ca4. In this case, there is not 1 # M 2 NL(a,l(;) such tha; 
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r,(a*N) = rNG(a2N)jM (N/M). In fact, we have r,(a,N)= 5 and the non- 
trivial normal subgroups of NG(a,N) contained in N satisfy either 
rNG(d2N)IM(N/M) < 4 (in case IMI > 8) or r,,(,,,,,,(N/M) = 6 (in case 
IMI=4)orr NG(a2N)IMW/W = 10 (in case M= (4 >I. 
Let G = Nx,K, with N an abelian normal subgroup of G. Suppose that 
M is a normal subgroup of G contained in N. Assume that A, is obtained 
from the local tuples A&, i= 1, . . . . t. Now we will carry out the direct 
calculation of A.,, using the previous tuples. Thus we have: 
THEOREM (3.23). Assume that G = N x2 K with N abelian, and that M is 
a normal subgroup of G contained in N. Let h E K and consider the following 
groups: E= NC,(h)/[h, N], fl= N/[h, N], and D = C,(h)[h,N]/[h, N]. 
Then E = N x2 D and the following assertions hold: 
(i) Zf i@=M[h,N]/[h, N], then ~@d E and rGIM((hM) N/M)= 
rEIdfl/fi;I). 
(ii) fl {fi=Z,fi,&B ,..., 2, fi} is a complete system of represen- 
tatives from conjugacy classes of Elfi that make up the normal subgroup 
fi/fi, ordered so that ICl,,(Z,fi)i > ICIE,m(Zi- i &?)I for every i= 2, . . . . u, 
then we have 
A GIM 
(hM) N/M 
= ((lc,(h)l IC,(OYl~l~ ((ICdh)l IC,(WI(lfil ICk,&&)l)~-.~ 
(IC,dhN IGWlY(Ifil ICb.Gufi)O). 
Proof Since G/M= (N/M) x,(KM/M), with N/M abelian, the Lemma 
(2.10) from [16] yields r,,,((hM) N/M) = YEI( in which 
N, = (N/M)/ChM, N/MI, D, = CKM,M (hM)ChM NIWIChM, N/MI, 
and E, = N,x,D, = ((N/M) C,,,,(hM))/[hM, N/M]. Moreover, if 
(Y, = 1, y,, . . . . y,} is a complete system of representatives from conjugacy 
classes of El that make up the normal subgroup N,, ordered so that 
ICL,(Y,)l G ... < ICl,,(y,)l, then wehave $$&.,,NIM 
= (W,,WWI IC,,,,WWI )/L,(Y, 11, .. . . 
(lC,,,(hWl IC,,,,(hM)l)llCl.,(Y,)l). 
Consider now the following isomorphism of groups: 
~1: K * KM/M, fi: (NC,( h)/M)/( ( [h, N] M)/M) 
* (NC,(h)MCk NIW, 
(27) 
and Y: WGAWCk NlMCh, Nl M)ICh,NlF+ (NC,(h))/(Ch, Nl M). 
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We have r = p-’ oy: Elfi + E, in which r(fi/fi) = N, and 
t(D&/fi) = D,. Let ,?;A& p/.&f be such that t(.?$) = yi, Then 
lCl,,(yi)l = lCl,(~/ti)(T(~i~))l= b(Cl,ti(~ifi))I = ICl,~(~ifi)l, (28) 
and evidently { Zr ti, . . . . ZUfi} is a complete system of representatives from 
conjugacy classes of E/&f that make up the normal subgroup R/I@. 
On the other hand, we have cc(C,(h)) = C,,,,(a(h)) = C,,,,(hM), hence 
IC KM,MwwI = lC,(h)l (29) 
and 
IC,,dhWl = I(N/WICW N/MI1 = INACk NW1 
= (IN/l Ck WI Mffl = IKdWl~l~ (30) 
Thus, by taking the values (28)-(30) to tuple (27), we obtain the desired 
tuple. 
Remark. Observing the coordinates of A$&+M, it is deduced that once 
the tuple A,& is obtained, we only need to know fi to get the tuple 
A GIM 
(hMlN/M’ 
COROLLARY (3.24). Using the notations introduced in Theorem (3.23), 
we have the following assertions: 
(i) If&f< [h,N] then Ah”, = Az$fJNiM. 
(ii) Zf N=M[h,N], then rGIM((hM)N/M)=l and A$‘,!lN,M= 
(IC,(h)l). 
(iii) Zf there exists N, 9 G such that N = N, x M[h, N] rhen 
ICl,,~(.Z~ff)l = ICl,(.?,)l for every i= l,..., 24. 
Proof: (i) and (ii) follow from the fact that, either A?= 1 or A?= fl, in 
these cases, respectively. 
(iii) We have fi/fi=(N/[h,N])/(M[h,N]/[h,N])- N/(M[h,N])- 
N, and r , : EJff = (R/i@) x,(D~@/fi) -5 fiO x~D with fl,, = (N,[h, N])/ 
[h, N] = r r (fl/fi). Therefore 
ICl,,(Z$)l = ID&/a: Coala(lifi)l 
= Iz,(Dfi//A): C ,,~D.G/,G,(~I(~~@))~ = ID: C,(zi)l = ICl.d~i)l. 
Remark. Let G = Nx,K with N abelian and let H < K. Suppose that 
AN.Xj.H is known, we are interested in obtaining information about A,, 
through the calculus carried out for the group Nx~H. Of course, 
Ah”, = A,N,CKch), hence AfN = Afz, if h is an element of H satisfying 
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C,(h) = C,(h). For example, for the calculus of all conjugacy-vectors of 
relative holomorphs of Ci, we shall bear in mind the above observation, to 
avoid repetitions in the calculus. In this sense, we consider the following 
equalities, 
for each H6 A, satisfying h E H and C,(h) = C,,(h). 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
Through the several examples given in this section, we wish to show that 
our results are useful in calculating the conjugacy-vector of a finite group 
and in classifying finite groups according to the number of conjugacy 
classes. 
EXAMPLE 1. If N is a subgroup of the center of G, then 
A$ = (IC,k)l , 
IcG(g)l/lcc(i?)l ,c,(g), ). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
EXAMPLE 2. If N A NG( gN)’ = 1, then we have 
A$,= (INI I&(g)/, . . . . I”!.., INI ICC(g)/). 
EXAMPLE 3. If N and Cc(g) are p-groups for some prime number p, 
then there exist non-negative integers Cl, . . . . C”, c satisfying 
u=l(modp-1), c,B ... >c,>c, l=~y=I(l/p”~P”), pc=(CG(g)(, and 
A& = ( pc’ , . . . . p+). 
EXAMPLE 4. Let G be a p-group and N a normal subgroup of G such 
that G/N is abelian. Then the following congruence is true: 
r,(N)= IGI - /G/N1 + 1 (mod(p- l)*). (31) 
Indeed, let ti be the number of elements of order pi of G/N. If o(X) =pi, we 
have r,(x’N) = r,(xN) for each j coprime to pi. As the number of such j is 
d(pi) =p’- ‘(p - l), it follows that we can find elements xii E G such that 
r(G) = r,(N) + i f rG(xvN) &pi), 
i=l j-1 
where ri = ti/qb(pi). Now (31) follows from the following assertions: 
r,(x,,N) E 1 (modp - l), IG/NI = t, + . . . + t, + 1, assuming that 
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(G/N/ = p’ and ICI = r(G) (mod (p - 1 )*). For example, if G is a non- 
abelian p-group of order p3 and INI =p*, then r,(N) ep3 - p + 1 E 2p - 1 
(mod(p - 1)2). In fact, we have r,(N) = 2p - 1, in this case. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let N be a normal p-subgroup of G and g an element of G 
such that C,(g) is a p-group. Then r&gN) E 1 (modp - 1). Further, 
sg = rN<g>(#v 2 IZ(N,(km) fl NI 
Therefore, if C,(g) = (g), then rG(gN) > ]Z(N,(gN)) n NI >p. 
EXAMPLE 6. If 
C&T) = C&!~) (32) 
for each n E N, then we have rG( gN) = 1 (mod dINI). Indeed, 
INI r&W=C,.. ICdgn)I and INI = 1~ IC,(gn)l (mod dlN,) imply the 
desired result. The condition (32) is satisfied, for example, in case 
C,(g) = (g), thus we generalize the lemma of [ 141. 
EXAMPLE 7. The number r(N) - sg is localized. Indeed, there exist 
elements m,eN such that r(N)-sR=tm,+ . . . +r,, with t,,=IN(g): 
C ,<,>(mi) NI > 1 for each i= 1, . . . . k. In particular, each t+ is a divisor of 
4g) = IN<g)INIt and if o(g) is a prime number, we have 
r(N) - sg = u . o( 2). 
EXAMPLE 8. For each gEG, we have rG( gN) d sg and 
rG(gN) -s&mod d,~), therefore, if { g1 = I,..., El} is a complete system of 
representatives from distinct conjugacy classes of G= G/N, then 
r(G) = r,(N) + i sg, - k. d,~, , 
i=2 
for some non-negative integer number k. 
EXAMPLE 9. If C,(g) = (g), then we have r,(gN 
Furthermore, if N is abelian, then rG(gN) = IC,(g)l. 
I= sg 2 rdcdg)). 
EXAMPLE 10. Let G = Nx,(g) = NxAC, with INI =pa and p, q be two 
prime numbers. Set B,N=Cl,(n,) c,...c, Cl,(n,) and N-B,N= 
Wml) u ...cI Cl,(m,), with t=(r(N)-s)/q. We have SE l(modp- l), 
s = r(N)(mod q) and 
A,= (qlC&,)l,..., qlC,M, IC.dm,N,..., IC&,)l, cl, ..T., cl,..., c,, .ff., c,), 
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where dsN = (c,, . . . . c,) for each i= 1, 2, . . . . q - 1. Moreover s = 
r,(C,( g)) + u(p - 1) for some non-negative integer number U. 
EXAMPLE 11. The following inequality is true: r&gN) < rNGcINj(N). 
But, in general rG(gN) is not smaller than r,(N). For example, if 
G = Nx,A,, with A, acting transitively by conjugation over N- { 1 }, and 
heA, satisfies IC,(h)l =4, then d,G,=d~~(hN’=d~~*=(16, 16, 16, 16), 
hence r,(hN) =4, although r,(N)= 2 (notice that r,,(,,,(N) = 7, in this 
case). 
EXAMPLE 12. G is a group satisfying G/S(G) = Hol(Ci, C,x&,) and 
r(G) = 14 if and only if G = Hol(P, C,X&~), with P a 2-group isomorphic 
to one Sylow 2-subgroup of finite simple group Sz(8). Furthermore, we 
have r(G) = 14 and 
A, = (1344, 192, 48, 48, 12, .“, 12, 7, 7). 
Indeed, set G/S(G)=G=(~,,~,,~,)x,((~)xf(6)) with Xf=.Y,. 
Then, a(G) = r&G-S(G)) = r,(x,S(G)) + 2r,(aS(G)) + 2r,(bS(G)) + 
2rG(x,bS(G)). In addition, we can assume that a is a 7-element and 6, a 
3-element. 
If S(G) is a non-solvable group, then both r,(aS(G)) and r,(bS(G)) are 
greater than or equal to 2, so, r,(S(G)) < 3, and consequently, IS(G)1 is 
divisible by at most two prime numbers, which is impossible. Thus, S(G) is 
an abelian group and we can write 
a(G) = r,(x,S(G)) + 2 ICG(a) n S(G)1 + 2r,(bS(G)) + 2 IC,(x,b) n S(G)l, 
- - 
because A,-=(168,24,7,7,6,6,6,6) and {i,xl,ti,(r2,b,be1, 2,6,((x,b)-‘} 
is a complete system of representatives from distinct conjugacy classes 
of G. We have a(G) < 12, hence IC,(a) n S(G)1 < (12-5)/2 and 7 does not 
divide IS(G)/. If 3 divides IS(G then lO,(S(G))l is greater than or equal 
to 34, because C, acts f,p.f. on U,(S(G)), so 9 divides IC,(b) n S(G)1 and 
r,(bS(G)) > (3.9)/6, using both [17, Lemma (1.9)] and Theorem (3.2), 
which is impossible. Suppose that O,(S(G)) # 1 with p an odd prime 
number different from 3 and 7. Since rJbS(G)) < (12-5)/2, the only 
possibility is that p = 5, where /C,(b) n S(G)1 = 5 and consequently 
lO,(S(G)l = 5.52k1, in this case. On the other hand, by considering the 
action by conjugation of C, on O,(S(G)), we deduce that 
lO,(S(G))l = 56k2, again giving a contradiction. Thus, S(G) is a 2-group 
and consequently [C,(a) n S(G)1 is less than 3. If C,(a) n S(G) = 
(z> = c,, then zb=z and a(G) 2 1 + 2.2 + 2.2 + 2.2 = 13, which is 
impossible. Therefore, (a) acts f.p.f. on S(G) and IS(G)1 = 23k. Moreover, 
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S(G) <Z(N), setting G/N N C,xYC3. Even more, r,(bS(G) is greater than 
1, since C,xfC3 does not act f.p.f. on S(G). But r,Jx,S(G)) 2 (2.23k)/24 
implies k = 1 and 1 NI = 26. If N is abelian, then we have a(G) 2 3 + 2 + 
2.2 + 2.2 = 13, which is impossible. Obviously the center of N is of order 8, 
and all involutions are in the center. Taking any element outside of the 
center and specifying its square, then the action of the element of order 7 
gives all squares and also all commutators. Thus N is of type Sz(8) and 
necessarily A, = (1344, 192, 48, 48, 12, .!., 12, 7, 7). 
EXAMPLE 13. If G is a group satisfying G/S(G) N A, and r(G) < 14, 
then either G 3~ X(2, 9) or G is isomorphic to the unique split extension of 
C/: by A,. Further, 
A (720, sLc2,9,= 720, 18, 18, 18, 18, 10, 10, 10, 10, 8, 8, 8) 
and 4:.xj.A6 = (5760, 384, 36, 32, 32, 16, 12, 9, 8, 8, 5, 5) (S(G) denotes the 
socle of G). Indeed, we have AA6= (360, 9, 9, 8, 5, 5, 4) = W,,(i)l, 
IC&,)l~ I~.&f2)l~ IC,,(~*)l, IC,,(4, ICA,(C2)lv ICA,(41L and 
a(G) = r,(G - S(G)) = r,Jx, S(G)) + rG(x2S(G)) + rc(a2S(G)) 
+ 2r,(cS(G)) + r&d(G)). 
Suppose that S(G) is non-solvable. Then S(G) does not have 
automorphism 0 satisfying either IC,(,,(a)l = 2 and o(a) prime or 
C,(,,(a) = 1 and o(a) = 4. Therefore, r,(cS(G)) 2 3 and r,(aS(G)) 2 2, 
hence M(G) > 11 and r,(S(G)) < 3, which is impossible. Thus S(G) is 
abelian and 
4G) = rG(xlS(G)) + rG(x2S(G)) + rJa*S(G)) 
+ 2 IC,(c) C-J S(G)1 + IC,(a) n S(G)I, 
in this case. We have (C,(c)nS(G)I<(12-4)/2=4, hence 5 does 
not divide IS(G Suppose that O,(S(G))# 1. If O,(S(G)) 1: C3, then 
a(G) > 2 + 2 + 2 + 2.3 + 1 = 13, which is impossible. If lO,(S(G))l = 3* or 
3’, then c centralizes O,(S(G)), which is impossible. Therefore, lO,(S(G))l 
is greater than 33 and consequently 9 divides I C&x,) n S(G)I. Now, 
r,(xiS(G))> (3.9)/9 = 3 for each i= 1, 2, and considering the action by 
conjugation of N,,(C5)-vD,, on O,(S(G)), we have that r,Ja*,S(G)) is 
greater than (2.3*)/S. Our conditions imply that rG(xiS(G))= 3 and 
A .Y,S(GJ =(27,27, 27). Thus, C: acts f.p.f. on 0,.(,!?(G)) and necessarily 
S(G) is a 3-group of order 34. Now, we have a(G) = 12, rJS(G))=2, and 
the non-trivial conjugacy class contained in S(G) has cardinality 80, which 
is impossible. Therefore, 3 does not divide IS(G Furthermore, if 
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O,( S(G)) # 1 for some p odd prime, then C&x,) n O,(S(G)) 1: C,, and 
necessarily p = 7, where lO,(S(G))l 3 74 and r,Ja*,S(G)) > (2.7*)/8, which is 
impossible. We conclude therefore that S(G) is a 2-group. 
If IS(G)1 > 2’, then r,(a*S(G)) B (2.16)/8, 4 divides [C,(a) n S(G)l, and 
rG(xiS(G)) > 2, which is impossible. If IS(G)1 = 26, then 4 = lC,(c) n S(G)/ 
and 4 divides ICY,(a) n S(G)l, which is impossible. If IS(G)/ = 2’, we have 
IX(G) > 2 + 1 + 2 + 2.2 + 4 = 13, which is impossible. Thus we conclude that 
IS(G)1 is less than 25. If IS(G)1 = 8, then S(G)QZ(G), and necessarily 
S(G) 2: C, and G N X(2,9). Finally, if IS(G)1 = 24, then G is isomorphic 
to the unique split extension of Ci by A,. 
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